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Abstract
We revisit the effective field theory of the standard model that is extended with sterile neutrinos, N. We examine the
basis of complete and independent effective operators involving N up to mass dimension seven (dim-7). By employing
equations of motion, integration by parts, and Fierz and group identities, we construct relations among operators that
were considered independent in the previous literature, and find seven redundant operators at dim-6, sixteen redundant
operators and two new operators at dim-7. The correct numbers of operators involving N are, without counting Hermi-
tian conjugates, 16 (L∩B)+1 (/L∩B)+2 (/L∩ /B) at dim-6, and 47 (/L∩B)+5 (/L∩ /B) at dim-7. Here L/B (/L//B) stands
for lepton/baryon number conservation (violation). We verify our counting by the Hilbert series approach for n f gener-
ations of the standard model fermions and sterile neutrinos. When operators involving different flavors of fermions are
counted separately and their Hermitian conjugates are included, we find there are 29 (1614) and 80 (4206) operators
involving sterile neutrinos at dim-6 and dim-7 respectively for n f = 1 (3).
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1 Introduction
Recent years have witnessed great progress in the field of standard model (SM) effective field theory (EFT). The basic
idea is that assuming there are no new particles below the electroweak scale ΛEW the effects from new physics above
ΛEW can be incorporated into a tower of higher dimensional operators. These operators are built out of the SM fields,
respect the SM gauge symmetry SU(3)C × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y , and generically get more and more suppressed by new
physics scale as their mass dimension increases. The bases for complete and independent operators up to dimension
seven (dim-7) have now been established after years of efforts [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. This conventional task of
manually sorting out operators and checking their completeness and independence has recently got a strong support
from the so-called Hilbert series in invariant theory, and effective operators of even higher mass dimension have been
studied, see Refs. [11, 12, 13, 14] and references cited therein. Although the Hilbert series approach does not decide on
manifest gauge and Lorentz structures for operators, it counts the number of complete and independent operators that
can be formed for each combination of fields and derivatives and for any generations of fermions. More importantly
from the practical point of view, the counting can be programmed [14]. This offers a very useful handle to check the
results obtained in the conventional approach that removes redundancy of operators by judiciously employing integra-
tion by parts (IBP), equations of motion (EoM), Fierz and group identities and that could not automatically establish
the completeness of operators.
On the other hand, the existence of neutrino mass and mixing and dark matter provides definite evidence for physics
beyond SM. The easiest way to incorporate both would be to introduce sterile neutrinos. Noting that relatively light
sterile neutrinos have not yet been excluded for general parameters, it is possible that they may have a mass below ΛEW.
In that case it makes sense to consider a low energy effective field theory that includes SM particles and sterile neutrinos
in the same setting, named νSMEFT for short. The construction of additional effective operators in νSMEFT on top of
those in standard model effective field theory (SMEFT) has appeared in the literature, see Ref. [15] for dim-5, Ref. [16]
for dim-6, and Ref. [17] for dim-7 operators respectively. Some of their astrophysical and collider implications have
received recent attention [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. In this context however, we would like to recall that it
is important to work with a basis of complete and independent operators because operators related by, e.g., EoM, will
contribute the same to the S matrix according to equivalence theorem [25, 26, 27, 28, 29].
In this work, we revisit higher dimensional operators in νSMEFT that involve at least one sterile neutrino field.
These operators are to be added to those in SMEFT to form a basis of complete and independent operators at each
mass dimension in νSMEFT. Our study shows that there are redundant operators at both dim-6 [16] and dim-7 [17]
and that there are missing dim-7 operators [17]. Specifically, we found seven dim-6 redundant operators, sixteen dim-
7 redundant operators and two new dim-7 operators. The correct number of operators involving sterile neutrinos in
νSMEFT is thus, 16 (L∩B)+ 1 (/L∩B)+ 2 (/L∩ /B) at dim-6 and 47 (/L∩B)+ 5 (/L∩ /B) at dim-7, without counting
their Hermitian conjugates. Here L/B (/L//B) stands for lepton/baryon number conservation (violation). We establish
this result by systematically sorting out possible operators at each mass dimension and removing redundant ones with
extensive applications of IBP, EoM, and in particular Fierz and group identities. We further confirm our counting
for general n f generations of fermions with a slight modification to the Mathematica code in Ref. [14] in the Hilbert
series approach. For instance, when operators differing in fermion flavors are also separately counted and Hermitian
conjugates of non-Hermitian operators are also included, there are a total number of 29 (1614) operators at dim-6 and
80 (4206) operators at dim-7 for n f = 1 (3) that involve sterile neutrino fields. Our basis of complete and independent
operators up to dim-7 provides an appropriate starting point for consistent phenomenological analysis, to which we
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hope to come back in the future.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 deals with dim-6 operators, where we build several relations to be
used for the demonstration of redundancy of operators in Ref. [16]. In Sec. 3, we perform a systematic search for dim-7
operators in terms of the number of sterile neutrino fields involved, and make a detailed comparison with the operator
basis in Ref. [17]. We conclude briefly in the last Sec. 4.
2 Dimension six operators involving sterile neutrinos
We start with some notational preparations. We introduce for simplicity one sterile neutrino N per generation of the SM
fermions (Q, u, d, L, e) although two would be enough to generate two light neutrino masses at the tree level. Without
loss of generality, we assume N to be right-handed. The renormalizable Lagrangian is,
L4 = −
1
4
GAµνGAµν −
1
4
W IµνW Iµν −
1
4
BµνBµν +(DµH)†(DµH)−λ
(
H†H−
1
2
v2
)2
+ ∑
Ψ=Q,L,u,d,e,N
¯Ψi /DΨ−
[
1
2
(NCMNN)+ ¯LYNN ˜H + ¯LYeeH + ¯QYuu ˜H + ¯QYddH +h.c.
]
, (1)
where H is the Higgs doublet with the vacuum expectation value v and ˜Hi = εi jH∗j , and GAµν , W Iµν , Bµν are the gauge
field strength tensors. MN is the symmetric mass matrix of N and Yu,d,e,N are the Yukawa coupling matrices. C is
the charge-conjugation matrix, and Dµ is the gauge covariant derivative appropriate for each field which for N is the
ordinary partial derivative ∂µ .
Considering the extended SM as a low energy effective field theory, i.e., νSMEFT, the above Lagrangian will be
augmented by a tower of higher dimensional operators,
LνSMEFT = L4 +L5 +L6 +L7 + · · · . (2)
The final list of operators without involving a sterile neutrino field N, i.e., within SMEFT, is explicitly given in Ref. [1]
for dim-5, Ref. [6] for dim-6, and Ref. [10] for dim-7 operators, respectively, while Refs. [13, 14] studied even higher
dimensional operators in the Hilbert series approach. In this work, we focus on the additional operators up to dim-7
that involve at least one factor of N. Such dim-5 operators were easily found to be, (NCN)(H†H) and (NCσµνN)Bµν
(plus their Hermitian conjugates) [15], while dim-6 and dim-7 ones were studied previously in Refs. [16] and [17]
respectively. But as we will show in this and next section, those dim-6 and dim-7 operators are redundant and in
addition the dim-7 operators are incomplete.
The work in [16] made a systematic study of dim-6 operators and found 26 operators (without counting Hermitian
conjugates of non-Hermitian ones). These operators are listed in Table 1 in two categories according to our result, i.e.,
the complete and independent 19 operators vs 7 redundant ones. Here we follow as closely as possible the notations
for fields and operators in Refs. [3, 10]. That there are only two operators violating baryon number by one unit is also
consistent with Ref. [30]. To prove our claim, we will need the following Fierz identities that were derived in [10] based
on Refs. [31, 32]:
(Ψ1LγµΨ2L)(Ψ3LγµΨ4L) = 2(Ψ1LΨC3L)(ΨC4LΨ2L), (3)
(Ψ1LγµΨ2L)(Ψ3RγµΨ4R) = −2(Ψ1LΨ4R)(Ψ3RΨ2L), (4)
(Ψ1RΨ2L)(ΨC3LΨ4L) = −(Ψ1RΨ3L)(ΨC4LΨ2L)− (Ψ1RΨ4L)(ΨC3LΨ2L), (5)
(Ψ1RγµΨ2R)(ΨC3LΨ4L) = (Ψ1RΨ3L)(ΨC2RγµΨ4L)+ (Ψ1RΨ4L)(ΨC2RγµΨ3L), (6)
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ψ2H3 ψ2H2D ψ2HX(+h.c.)
OLNH(+h.c.) ( ¯LN) ˜H(H†H) OHN ( ¯NγµN)(H†i
←→DµH) ONB ( ¯LσµνN) ˜HBµν
OHNe(+h.c.) ( ¯Nγµe)( ˜H†iDµH) ONW ( ¯LσµνN)τ I ˜HW Iµν
( ¯RR)( ¯RR) ( ¯LL)( ¯RR) ( ¯LR)( ¯LR)(+h.c.)
ONN ( ¯NγµN)( ¯NγµN) OLN ( ¯LγµL)( ¯NγµN) OLNLe ( ¯LN)ε( ¯Le)
OeN (e¯γµe)( ¯NγµN) OQN ( ¯QγµQ)( ¯NγµN) OLNQd ( ¯LN)ε( ¯Qd))
OuN (u¯γµu)( ¯NγµN) OLdQN ( ¯Ld)ε( ¯QN)
OdN ( ¯dγµd)( ¯NγµN)
OduNe(+h.c.) ( ¯dγµu)( ¯Nγµe)
( ¯LR)( ¯RL) (/L∩B)(+h.c.) (/L∩ /B)(+h.c.)
OQuNL(+h.c.) ( ¯Qu)( ¯NL) ONNNN (NCN)(NCN) OQQdN εi jεαβσ (QiαCQ jβ )(dσCN)
OuddN εαβσ (uαCdβ )(dσCN)
Redundant operators
OLNNL ( ¯LN)( ¯NL) OQNNQ ( ¯QN)( ¯NQ) O ′NN ( ¯NNC)(NCN)
OQNdQ(+h.c.) ( ¯QNC)( ¯dQC) OuNd(+h.c.) εαβσ (u¯α NC)( ¯dβ dCσ )
ODN(+h.c.) ( ¯LDµN)Dµ ˜H O ¯DN(+h.c.) ( ¯L
←−D µN)Dµ ˜H
Table 1: The 19 complete and independent dim-6 operators involving N named similarly to Refs. [3, 10] are shown
in the upper part of the table while the 7 redundant ones named as in [16] are in the lower part. The notation (+h.c.)
indicates the Hermitian conjugates of relevant operators, and α , β , σ (i, j) are SU(3)C (SU(2)L) indices.
where ΨCL = CΨL
T
and anticommutativity of fermion fields has been considered. The identities also hold true on
chirality flip ΨL ↔ΨR.
We first reduce the five redundant operators not involving a derivative as a direct consequence of the above Fierz
identities. We attach flavor indices p, r, v, w to fields and operators to show better the shift of flavors:
O
prst
LNNL
(4)
= −
1
2
O
ptsr
LN ,
O
prst
QNNQ
(4)
= −
1
2
O
ptsr
QN ,
O
′prst
NN
(3)
=
1
2
O
ptrs
NN ,
(O prstuNd)
† (5)= O ptsruddN −O
pstr
uddN , (7)
where the operators on the right-hand side are among the 19 operators in Table 1, while O prstQNdQ = 0 trivially because of
chirality mismatch. To prove the redundancy of the operators involving derivatives, we require the well-known relations
2gµν = {γµ ,γν}, (8)
γµγν = gµν − iσµν , (9)
as well as IBP and EoM, so that we can transform them in steps:
O
¯DN
IBP
= −ODN − ( ¯LN)D2 ˜H
EoM
= −ODN + . . . , (10)
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Class Operator Symmetry relation n f n f = 1 n f = 3
ψ2H3 + h.c. OLNH × 2n2f 2 18
ψ2H2D OHN × n2f 1 9
OHNe + h.c. × 2n2f 2 18
ψ2HX + h.c. ONB × 2n2f 2 18
ONW × 2n2f 2 18
ONN O
prst
NN = O
srpt
NN = O
ptsr
NN
1
4 n
2
f (n f + 1)2 1 36
OeN × n
4f 1 81
( ¯RR)( ¯RR) OuN × n4f 1 81
OdN × n
4f 1 81
OduNe + h.c. × 2n4f 2 162
( ¯LL)( ¯RR) OLN × n4f 1 81
OQN × n4f 1 81
( ¯LR)( ¯RL)+ h.c. OQuNL × 2n4f 2 162
OLNLe × 2n4f 2 162
( ¯LR)( ¯LR)+ h.c. OLNQd × 2n4f 2 162
OLdQN × 2n4f 2 162
/L∩B+ h.c. ONNNN O prstNNNN = O
st pr
NNNN = O
rpst
NNNN
1
6 n
2
f (n
2
f − 1) 0 12
O
prst
NNNN =−O
pstr
NNNN −O
ptrs
NNNN
/L∩ /B+ h.c. OQQdN O prstQQdN −O
rpst
QQdN = 0 n
3
f (n f + 1) 2 108
OuddN × 2n4f 2 162
Total with L∩B 14 n
2
f (61n2f + 2n f + 37) 25 1332
Total with /L∩B 16 n
2f (n2f − 1) 0 12
Total with /L∩ /B n3f (3n f + 1) 4 270
Total 112 n
2f (221n2f + 18n f + 109) 29 1614
Table 2: Counting of our dim-6 operators involving N for each independent set of flavors. The symbol × indicates
absence of flavor symmetry relations for relevant operators. Hermitian conjugated operators are included.
and
2ODN
(8)
= ( ¯L /DγµN)Dµ ˜H +( ¯Lγµ /DN)Dµ ˜H
IBP
= −( ¯Lγµγν N)DµDν ˜H− ( ¯L
←−
/D γµN)Dµ ˜H +( ¯Lγµ /DN)Dµ ˜H
(9)
= −( ¯LN)D2 ˜H +
i
2
( ¯LσµνN)[Dµ ,Dν ] ˜H− ( ¯L
←−
/D γµN)Dµ ˜H +( ¯Lγµ /DN)Dµ ˜H
EoM
= . . . , (11)
where the dots stand for the operators already covered in our basis for νSMEFT. This establishes our claim.
The (19+ 12 =) 31 operators covering also Hermitian conjugates of the operators listed in Table 1 can also be
counted for each independent combination of fermion flavors. To do so, we have to take into account all flavor symmetry
relations in the operators, as shown in the third column of Table 2. The number of relations is then subtracted when
counting independent operators, with the end result being given in the last three columns for general n f generations
and for n f = 1, 3 in particular. Note that the operator ONNNN and its conjugate vanish identically when all four Ns are
identical at n f = 1. We have also verified this way of counting by working out the Hilbert series by introducing sterile
neutrinos into the code of Ref. [14].
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3 Dimension seven operators involving sterile neutrinos
The dim-7 operators involving sterile neutrinos N can be systematically classified according to the number of N fields:
{Nψ ,N2}⊗{ϕ4,ϕ3D,ϕ2D2,ϕ2X ,ϕDX ,X2,ϕD3,D4,D2X}
⊕{Nψ3,N2ψ2,N3ψ ,N4}⊗{D,ϕ}, (12)
where ψ can be any SM fermion field, X any gauge field strength, and ϕ ∈ {H, ˜H}. Since all odd-dimensional operators
carry lepton (and for some also baryon) number [33], we can choose uniformly all basis operators to have the same sign
lepton number. We start with some trivial observations. First, the operator classes in the set {Nψ ,N2}⊗{ϕD3,D4,D2X}
can be reduced to others with less covariant derivatives by using IBP, EoM, and Fierz identities. Second, it is easy to
check that the classes in the set {Nψϕ4, NψX2, N2ϕ3D, N2ϕDX , N3ψD, N4ϕ} cannot survive the U(1)Y ⊗SU(2)L
symmetries. We are thus left with the following fourteen classes,
{Nψϕ3D,Nψϕ2D2,Nψϕ2X ,NψϕDX}⊕{N2ϕ4,N2ϕ2D2,N2ϕ2X ,N2X2}
⊕{Nψ3D,N2ψ2D,N4D}⊕{Nψ3ϕ ,N2ψ2ϕ ,N3ψϕ}, (13)
which we analyze below one by one.
(1) Nψϕ3D – The SU(2)L⊗SU(3)C symmetries require ψ to be a doublet lepton field L. Taking into account U(1)Y
and IBP, we are left with two independent operators,
ONL1 = εi j(NCγµLi)(iDµH j)(H†H),
ONL2 = εi j(NCγµLi)H j(H†i
←→
DµH), (14)
where H†←→D µH = H†DµH− (DµH)†H .
(2) Nψϕ2D2 – The SU(2)L⊗SU(3)C symmetries require that ψ be a singlet lepton e, and then the two ϕs have to
be 2 Hs by U(1)Y symmetry. We thus have one operator in this class modulo EoM,
ONeD = εi j(NCDµe)(H iDµH j). (15)
(3) Nψϕ2X – The same argument as above yields the unique operator,
ONeW = (ετ
I)i j(NCσ µνe)(H iH j)W Iµν . (16)
(4) NψϕDX – The gauge symmetries imply (ψ ,ϕ) = (L,H). Since the fermion bilinear should be in the form
of a four-vector, i.e., (NCγµL), the covariant derivative can only act on the scalar H to avoid the presence of EoM.
Considering X can be a gauge field strength tensor or its dual ˜Xµναβ = (1/2)εµναβ Xαβ , we get four independent
operators in this class,
ONLB1 = εi j(NCγµLi)(DνH j)Bµν ,
ONLB2 = εi j(NCγµLi)(DνH j) ˜Bµν ,
ONLW1 = (ετ
I)i j(NCγµLi)(Dν H j)W Iµν ,
ONLW2 = (ετ
I)i j(NCγµLi)(Dν H j) ˜W Iµν . (17)
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(5) N2ϕ4 – This form is uniquely determined to be
ONH = (NCN)(H†H)2. (18)
(6) N2ϕ2D2 – The scalar bilinear can be chosen to be Hermitian. In this case we find two independent operators,
while other possible ones can be expressed as a linear combination of them plus EoM operators:
OND1 = (NCDµN)(H†
←→
DµH),
OND2 = (NCN)
(
(DµH)†DµH
)
. (19)
The operator OND1 was missed in Ref. [17].
(7) N2ϕ2X – In this class the gauge field strength X can be either Bµν or W Iµν , but it is not necessary to consider its
dual because of Eq. (33):
ONNB = (NCσµνN)(H†H)Bµν ,
ONNW = (NCσµνN)(H†τ IH)W Iµν , (20)
where the second one was not included in Ref. [17].
(8) N2X2 – The operators in this class are found to be consistent with the ones given in Ref. [17], which are renamed
as follows,
ONB1 = (NCN)BµνBµν ,
ONB2 = (NCN)Bµν ˜Bµν ,
ONW1 = (NCN)W IµνW Iµν ,
ONW2 = (NCN)W Iµν ˜W Iµν ,
ONG1 = (NCN)GAµνGAµν ,
ONG2 = (NCN)GAµν ˜GAµν . (21)
(9) Nψ3D – The gauge symmetries completely determine the fermion field contents in this class. When IBP and
EoM are taken into account, we find six different operators which can be chosen as,
OeNLLD = εi j(e¯γµN)(LiCiDµL j),
OduNeD = ( ¯dγµu)(NCiDµe),
OQLNuD = ( ¯QγµL)(NCiDµu),
OdNQLD = εi j( ¯dγµN)(QiCiDµL j),
OdNduD = εαβσ ( ¯dα γµN)( ¯dβ iDµuCσ ),
OQdQND = εi jεαβσ ( ¯Qiα γµdCβ )( ¯Q jσ iDµN). (22)
The last two operators violate baryon number by one unit.
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(10) N2ψ2D – The same analysis as above yields five independent operators,
OLND = ( ¯LγµL)(NCiDµN),
OQND = ( ¯QγµQ)(NCiDµN),
OeND = (e¯γµe)(NCiDµN),
OuND = (u¯γµu)(NCiDµN),
OdND = ( ¯dγµd)(NCiDµN). (23)
(11) N4D – This is easy to figure out:
ONND = ( ¯NγµN)(NCiDµN). (24)
(12) Nψ3ϕ – The gauge symmetries can first determine the field contents, and then Fierz identities are used to
transform any four-vector fermion bilinear forms to scalar ones. According to this logic, we find thirteen operators,
OLNLLH = εi j( ¯LN)(LCLi)H j,
OQNQLH1 = εi j( ¯QN)(QCLi)H j,
OQNQLH2 = εi j( ¯QN)(QiCL j)H,
OeLNeH = εi j(e¯Li)(NCe)H j,
OdLNdH = εi j( ¯dLi)(NCd)H j,
OuLNuH = εi j(u¯Li)(NCu)H j,
OdLNuH = εi j( ¯dLi)(NCu) ˜H j,
OdQNeH = εi j( ¯dQi)(NCe)H j,
OQuNeH = ( ¯Qu)(NCe)H,
OQeNuH = ( ¯Qe)(NCu)H,
OQNudH = εαβσ ( ¯QαN)(u¯β dCσ )H,
OQNddH = εi jεαβσ ( ¯Qiα N)( ¯dβ dCσ ) ˜H j,
OQNQQH = εi jεαβσ ( ¯Qiα N)( ¯Q jβ QCσ )H, (25)
where the last three violate baryon number by one unit.
(13) N2ψ2ϕ – Similarly,
OLNeH = ( ¯LN)(NCe)H,
OeLNH = H†(e¯L)(NCN),
OQNdH = ( ¯QN)(NCd)H,
OdQNH = H†( ¯dQ)(NCN),
OQNuH = ( ¯QN)(NCu) ˜H,
OuQNH = ˜H†(u¯Q)(NCN). (26)
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(14) N3ψϕ – We have
OLNNH = ( ¯LN)(NCN) ˜H,
ONLNH = ˜H†( ¯NL)(NCN). (27)
In summary, we find there are 52 dim-7 independent operators containing sterile neutrinos. All these operators
carry two units of lepton number, five of which further carry one unit of baryon number, and are thus all non-Hermitian.
Compared with the counts in Ref. [17], we find 16 operators in their list are redundant while the list missed 2 new
operators. To see better the difference between this work and Ref. [17], we make detailed comparison in Tables 3 and
4. The first two columns in the tables list the classes and operators in [17] but with fields named as in current work. For
the class ψ4D, we show one, i.e., (LT1Cσ µνL2)Dµ(LT3Cγν R) with L/R referring to left/right-handed fields, of the two
equivalent structures given in Ref. [17] without loss of generality. The items 92 and 103 in the second column of Table 4
indicate there are two and three operators respectively according to [17]. But we find one operator is redundant in each
case, upon using the Schouten identities:
εi jεmn + εimεn j + εinε jm = 0, δi jεmn +δimεn j +δinε jm = 0. (28)
Such redundant operators are marked with a× in the third column of the tables where we show our list of operators. The
symbol = (∼) implies the relevant operator in [17] is identical with ours (up to a constant), while remaining operators
without a prefix are either new (OND1 and ONNW ) or can be made equivalent upon using IBP, EoM, and Fierz identities.
We are aware that in most cases the choice of independent operators is not unique. As we stated earlier, our criterion
to choose independent operators is to follow as closely as possible the conventions in Refs. [3, 10] and in addition to
introduce as few gamma matrices as possible. The latter can be best seen in our choice of operators for the ψ4D class in
Eqs. (22,23,24) (involving one gamma matrix) vs their counterparts in the second column of Table 3 (involving three).
As in the case of dim-6 operators we also count the number of dim-7 operators with independent flavor structures
in order to compare with the Hilbert series approach. This count is shown for n f generations of fermions and n f = 1, 3
in the last three columns of Tables 3 and 4. Note that a factor of two has to be attached to all numbers when Hermitian
conjugates are included. Our counting has been verified also using the code in [14].
Now we demonstrate redundancy of operators in [17] by a few examples in the classes, ψ2H3D, ψ2HDX , ψ4D,
ψ4H . Consider the three operators in the class ψ2H3D of Table 3. They can be expressed in terms of the two indepen-
dent operators ONL1, ONL2 plus others in our basis using IBP, EoM, and Schouten identities:
(NCγµHTεL)(H†i←→D µH) = −ONL2, (29)
(NCγµH†L)( ˜H†←→D µH) = 2iδi jεmn(NCγµLi)H∗ j(HmiDµHn)
(28)
= 2iεi j(NCγµLi)(iDµH j)(H†H)−2iεi j(NCγµLi)H j(H†iDµH)
IBP
= 3iεi j(NCγµLi)(iDµH j)(H†H)+ i(NCγµLi)H j(H†i
←→D µH)+ . . .
= 3iONL1 + iONL2 + . . . , (30)
(NCγµHTεL)(∂µ |H|2) IBP= −iONL1 + . . . , (31)
where the dots again stand for the operators obtained by EoM that are already in our basis. We claimed in Table 3
that all operators with a dual field strength in the class ψ2HDX are redundant. We show this using the operator
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Class in [17] Operator in [17] This work n f n f = 1 n f = 3
ψ2H4 NCN|H|4 = ONH 12 n f (n f + 1) 1 6
(NCγµHTεL)(H†i←→D µH) ∼ ONL2 n2f 1 9
ψ2H3D (NCγµH†L)( ˜H†←→D µH) ONL1 n2f 1 9
(NCγµHTεL)(∂µ |H|2) ×
(NCDµe)( ˜H†DµH) =−ONeD n2f 1 9
ψ2H2D2 (NCN)|DH|2 = OND2 12 n f (n f + 1) 1 6
OND1 (new!) 12 n f (n f − 1) 0 3
(NCσ µν e)( ˜H†τ IW IµνH) =−ONeW n2f 1 9
ψ2H2X |H|2(NCσ µνN)Bµν = ONNB 12 n f (n f − 1) 0 3
ONNW (new!) 12 n f (n f − 1) 0 3
(∂ µ NC)γνHTεLBµν ONLB1 n2f 1 9
NCγµ( ˜H†DνL)Bµν ONLB2 n2f 1 9
(∂ µ NC)γν( ˜H†τ IW IµνL) ONLW 1 n2f 1 9
ψ2HDX NCγµ( ˜H†τ IW IµνDν L) ONLW 2 n2f 1 9
(∂ µ NC)γνHTεL ˜Bµν ×
NCγµ( ˜H†DνL) ˜Bµν ×
(∂ µ NC)γν( ˜H†τ I ˜W IµνL) ×
NCγµ( ˜H†τ I ˜W IµνDν L) ×
NCN(GAµν )2 = ONG1 12 n f (n f + 1) 1 6
NCN(W Iµν )2 = ONW 1 12 n f (n f + 1) 1 6
ψ2X2 NCN(Bµν )2 = ONB1 12 n f (n f + 1) 1 6
NCN( ˜GAµν GAµν) = ONG2 12 n f (n f + 1) 1 6
NCN( ˜W IµνW Iµν) = ONW 2 12 n f (n f + 1) 1 6
NCN( ˜Bµν Bµν) = ONB2 12 n f (n f + 1) 1 6
4 : (QCσ µνdC)Dµ(LCγν N) OdNQLD n4f 1 81
5 : (QCσ µνL)Dµ(dCCγν N) ×
6 : (dCCσ µν L)Dµ(QCγν N) ×
7 : (LCσ µν eC)Dµ(LCγν N) OeNLLD 12 n3f (n f + 1) 1 54
8 : (QCσ µνuC)Dµ(NCCγνLC) O†QLNuD n4f 1 81
9 : (QCσ µνNC)Dµ(uCCγνLC) ×
10 : (uCCσ µν NC)Dµ(QCγν LC) ×
11 : (uCCσ µν NC)Dµ(eCCγν d) O†duNeD n4f 1 81
ψ4D 12 : (uCCσ µν eC)Dµ(NCCγν d) ×
13 : (NCCσ µν eC)Dµ(uCCγν d) ×
14 : (uCCσ µν dC)Dµ(dCCγνN) O†dNduD (/B) 12 n3f (n f + 1) 1 54
15 : (QCσ µν NC)Dµ(QCγν d) O†QdQND (/B) 12 n3f (n f − 1) 0 27
16 : (QCσ µν NC)Dµ(NCCγνQC) O†QND 12 n3f (n f − 1) 0 27
17 : (uCCσ µν NC)Dµ(NCCγνu) O†uND 12 n3f (n f − 1) 0 27
18 : (dCCσ µνNC)Dµ(NCCγν d) O†dND 12 n3f (n f − 1) 0 27
19 : (LCσ µν NC)Dµ(NCCγν LC) O†LND 12 n3f (n f − 1) 0 27
20 : (NCCσ µν eC)Dµ(NCCγν e) O†eND 12 n3f (n f − 1) 0 27
21 : (NCCσ µν NC)Dµ(NCCγνN) O†NND 16 n2f (n f − 1)(n f − 2) 0 3
Table 3: Comparison of dim-7 operators involving sterile neutrinos between Ref. [17] and this work. The numbers in
the last three columns are to be multiplied by a factor two when Hermitian conjugated operators are counted.
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NCγµ( ˜H†DνL) ˜Bµν as an example. We need the following well-known identities for the γ-matrix:
γµγβ γν = gµβ γν +gνβ γµ −gµνγβ − iε µναβγα γ5, (32)
σµνPL(PR) =
i
2
εµνρσσ
ρσ PL(−PR). (33)
The operator is manipulated as follows:
2NCγµ( ˜H†DνL) ˜Bµν
(8)
= ˜H†
(
NC(γµ /Dγν + γµγν /D)L
)
˜Bµν
(32)
= ˜H†
(
NC(−iε µναβ γα Dβ γ5 + γµγν /D)L
)
˜Bµν
EoM
=
i
2
ε µναβ εµνλρ ˜H†(NCγα Dβ L)Bλρ +YN(H†H)(NCγµγνN) ˜Bµν
(9)
= −2iNCγµ( ˜H†DνL)Bµν −
i
2
YN(H†H)(NCεµνλρσ µνN)Bλρ
(33)
= −2iNCγµ( ˜H†DνL)Bµν +YN(H†H)(NCσ µνN)Bµν. (34)
The first term in the last equality is indeed the second operator shown in the ψ2HDX class of Table 3, while the second
term is the second operator in the ψ2H2X class (equal to our ONNB) multiplied by the Yukawa matrix YN . Once the
redundancy in the ψ2HDX class is established, we choose our four independent operators from a different consideration
as shown in Eq. (17).
For the class ψ4D, we establish some equivalence relations which will make redundancy in Ref. [17] evident. As
mentioned earlier, the operators in this class are cast [17] in one of the equivalent forms, (LT1Cσ µνL2)Dµ(LT3Cγν R),
which may be transformed as follows:
(LT1Cσ µνL2)Dµ(LT3Cγν R)
(9)
= −i(LT1CγνγµL2)Dµ(LT3CγνR)+ i(LT1CL2)Dµ(LT3Cγµ R)
IBP
= i(LT2C /DγµL1)(LT3CγµR)+ i(LT1Cγµ /DL2)(LT3CγµR)+ . . .
(8)
= 2(LT2CiDµL1)(LT3CγµR)− i(LT2Cγµ /DL1)(LT3CγµR)+ . . .
= 2(LT3CγµR)(LT2CiDµL1)+ . . . (35)
(6)
= −2(LT2CγµR)(LT3CiDµL1)+ (RTCi /DL1)(LT3CL2)+ . . .
= −2(LT2CγµR)(LT3CiDµL1)+ . . . (36)
IBP
= 2(LT2CγµR)(LT1CiDµL3)+ . . . , (37)
where again the dots stand for the operators obtained through EoM that are already covered in the basis. Because of
Eqs. (35,36,37), we have the following equivalence sequence,
−2(LT1CγµR)(LT2CiDµL3)∼ (LT1Cσ µνL2)Dµ(LT3Cγν R)∼ (LT2Cσ µνL3)Dµ(LT1Cγν R)∼ (LT3Cσ µνL1)Dµ(LT2Cγν R).
(38)
From the above equation we conclude there is only one independent structure among the three possible ones that
associate R with one of Ls. Considering this we find six redundant operators in this class as shown in Table 3.
Finally there are five redundant operators in the class ψ4H , as they can be transformed into the chosen ones with
the same field contents. We take the operator 14 : (LCeC)(NCCNC) ˜H in Table 4 as an example. We attach the flavor
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Class in [17] Operator in [17] This work n f n f = 1 n f = 3
type (LT1CL2)(LT3CL4)ϕ :
7 : (QCuC)(NCCeC) ˜H ∼ O†QuNeH n4f 1 81
8 : (QCeC)(NCCuC) ˜H ∼ O†QeNuH n4f 1 81
92 : (QCQ)(QCNC) ˜H ×, ∼ O†QNQQH (/B) 13 n2f (2n2f + 1) 1 57
10 : (QCuC)(NCCNC)H ×
11 : (QCdC)(NCCNC) ˜H ×
12 : (QCNC)(NCCuC)H ∼ O†QNuH n4f 1 81
13 : (QCNC)(NCCdC) ˜H ∼ O†QNdH n4f 1 81
14 : (LCeC)(NCCNC) ˜H ×
15 : (LCNC)(NCCeC) ˜H ∼ O†LNeH n4f 1 81
16 : (LCNC)(NCCNC)H ∼ O†LNNH 13 n
2
f (n
2
f − 1) 0 24
ψ4H type (LT1CL2)(RT1CR2)ϕ :
5 : (QCdC)(NCe)H ∼ OdQNeH n4f 1 81
6 : (uCCL)(uCN)H ∼ OuLNuH n4f 1 81
7 : (dCCL)(uCN) ˜H ∼ OdLNuH n4f 1 81
8 : (dCCL)(dCN)H ∼ OdLNdH n4f 1 81
9 : (LCeC)(NCe)H ∼ OeLNeH n4f 1 81
103 : (QCL)(QCCN)H ×,∼OQNQLH1 ,OQNQLH2 2n4f 2 162
11 : (LCL)(LCCN)H ∼ OLNLLH n4f 1 81
12 : (QCNC)(uCd) ˜H ∼ O†QNudH (/B) n4f 1 81
13 : (QCNC)(dCd)H ∼ O†QNddH (/B) 12 n3f (n f − 1) 0 27
14 : (QCuC)(NCN)H ∼ OuQNH 12 n3f (n f + 1) 1 54
15 : (QCdC)(NCN) ˜H ∼ OdQNH 12 n3f (n f + 1) 1 54
16 : (LCeC)(NCN) ˜H ∼ OeLNH 12 n
3
f (n f + 1) 1 54
17 : (LCNC)(NCN)H ∼ ONLNH 12 n
3
f (n f + 1) 1 54
Total with /L∩B 12 n f (43n
3
f − n
2f + 27n f + 5) 37 1857
Total with /L∩ /B 16 n
2
f (19n2f − 3n f + 2) 3 246
Total 16 n f (148n
3
f − 6n2f + 83n f + 15) 40 2103
Table 4: Continuation of comparison between Ref. [17] and this work.
indices p, r to N for better understanding 3:
δi jH†i (L jCeC)(NCp CNCr ) = δi jH†i (e¯L j)( ¯NpNCr )
(5)
= −δi jH†i (e¯NCp )(LCj NCr )−δi jH†i (e¯NCr )(LCj NCp )
= −δi jH†i (L jCNCr )(NCp CeC)−δi jH†i (L jCNCp )(NCr CeC), (39)
where the two operators on the right correspond to the operator 15 : (LCNC)(NCCeC) ˜H, or O†LNeH in our convention
with the flavor indices p, r interchanged.
4 Conclusion
We have made a systematical analysis on the higher dimensional operators up to mass dimension seven in the standard
model effective field theory extended with sterile neutrinos. Our study was based on extensive applications of integration
3Some SU(2)L contractions were incompletely or incorrectly done in [17]. We leave such operators untouched in Table 4 but write explicitly
the contraction in Eq. (39)
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by parts, equations of motion, and various Fierz and group identities. We determined the complete and independent
set of operators that involve sterile neutrinos, and found that both dimension-six and -seven operators in the previous
literature were redundant while two dimension-seven operators were missed. We also counted our operators according
to their flavor structures upon taking into account their flavor symmetries, and verified our counting by the Hilbert series
approach.
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